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Overview

Inspired by a two-level theory from political science that unifies:

I Agenda setting: which issues are salient

I Ideological framing: which aspects of the discussed issues are salient

we propose supervised hierarchical latent Dirichlet allocation (SHLDA), which
jointly captures documents’ multi-level topic structure and their polar response variables.

SHLDA’s key modeling contributions:

I SHLDA relaxes HLDA’s restriction on one-path-per-document by assigning each
sentence to a path.

I The response variables are modeled using both hierarchical topic and lexical
regressions.

Input: A collection of documents, each of
which has a response variable

RepublicanDemocrat
+1-1

Obama Blames Boehner for 
"Reckless Republican Shutdown"

Obamacare fight reenergizes 
tea party movement

U.S. government shuts down as
 Congress can't agree on spending bill

RepublicanDemocrat
+1-1

RepublicanDemocrat
+1-1

Output: A tree-structured hierarchy of
polarized topics

EnvironmentHeath Care Economy

Debates

Nature Externalities Industry

R: 0.5

R: 1.5

R: 0.0

D: 0.4D: 0.9

D: 1.4 R: 0.6

Hierarchical topic structure
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I Each document is a bag of exchangeable sentences.

I Each sentence is a bag of exchangeable tokens.

I Sentences in a document are clustered together using per-document CRPs.

I Each CRP’s table is assigned to a tree path using nested CRP prior.

I Given the path assigned to a sentence, tokens are assigned to a node using per-document
truncated stick breaking process.

Combining lexical and hierarchical topic regression

EnvironmentHeath Care Economy

Debates

Nature Externalities Industry

R: 0.5

R: 1.5

R: 0.0

D: 0.4D: 0.9

D: 1.4 R: 0.6

Document empirical 
distribution over nodes

2
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0.1
0.2
· · ·
0.6

3
775K

yd ⇠ N (⌘T z̄d + ⌧T w̄d, ⇢)

"liberty"

"bush"

"cost"

...

2
664

0.1
0.2
· · ·
0.6

3
775

Document normalized
word vector

V

Response variables are modeled using both
I Hierarchical topics: each tree node has a regression parameter ηk.

I To capture context-specific polarized words, e.g., “unpredictable” is positive for books but
negative for car steering

I Lexical items: each word type has a regression parameter τv.
I To capture constant polarized words. e.g., “wonderful”, “awesome” are almost always positive;

while “horrible”, “awful” are almost always negative.

Supervised Hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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1. For each node k ∈ [1,∞) in the tree
(a) Draw topic φk ∼ Dir(βk)
(b) Draw regression parameter ηk ∼ N (µ, σ)

2. For each word v ∈ [1, V ], draw τv ∼ Laplace(0, ω)
3. For each document d ∈ [1, D]

(a) Draw level distribution θd ∼ GEM(m,π)
(b) Draw table distribution ψd ∼ GEM(α)
(c) For each table t ∈ [1,∞), draw a path cd,t ∼ nCRP(γ)
(d) For each sentence s ∈ [1, Sd], draw a table indicator

td,s ∼ Mult(ψd)
i. For each token n ∈ [1, Nd,s]

A. Draw level zd,s,n ∼ Mult(θd)
B. Draw word wd,s,n ∼ Mult(φcd,td,s

,zd,s,n)

(e) Draw response yd ∼ N (ηT z̄d + τT w̄d, ρ):

i. z̄d,k = 1
Nd,·

∑Sd
s=1

∑Nd,s

n=1 I [kd,s,n = k]

ii. w̄d,v = 1
Nd,·

∑Sd
s=1

∑Nd,s

n=1 I [wd,s,n = v]

Inference

We approximate SHLDA’s posterior using stochastic EM, alternating between Gibbs sampling and optimization.
Gibbs sampling:

I Sampling t–table assignments for sentences:

P (td,s = t | rest) ∝
{
S
−d,s
d,t · f

−d,s
cd,t (wd,s) · g

−d,s
cd,t (yd), for existing table t;

α ·
∑
c∈C+ P (cd,tnew = c | c−d,s) · f−d,sc (wd,s) · g

−d,s
c (yd), for new table tnew.

where the probability of assigning the table cd,tnew to a path c is

P (cd,tnew = c | c−d,s) ∝





∏L
l=2

M
−d,s
c,l

M
−d,s
c,l−1 + γl−1

, for an existing path c;

γl∗

M
−d,s
cnew,l∗ + γl∗

∏l∗
l=2

M
−d,s
cnew,l

M
−d,s
cnew,l−1 + γl−1

, for a new path cnew

I Sampling z–level assignments for tokens:

P (zd,s,n = l | rest) ∝
mπ +N

−d,s,n
d,·,l

π +N
−d,s,n
d,·,≥l

l−1∏

j=1

(1−m)π +N
−d,s,n
d,·,>j

π +N
−d,s,n
d,·,≥j

· f−d,s,ncd,td,s
(wd,s,n) · g−d,s,ncd,td,s

(yd)

I Sampling c–path assignments for tables:

P (cd,t = c | rest) ∝ P (cd,t = c | c−d,t) · f−d,tc (wd,t) · g−d,tc (yd)

where f
−d,x
c (vd,x) and g

−d,x
c (yd) respectively denote the conditional density of vd,x and yd given that vd,x are

assigned to path c.

Optimizing η and τ : We optimize the regression parameters using L-BFGS via the likelihood

L(η, τ ) = −
1

2ρ

D∑

d=1

(yd − ηT z̄d − τT w̄d)2 −
1

2σ

K+∑

k=1

(ηk − µ)2 −
1

ω

V∑

v=1

|τv|

Gibbs sampling for prediction

...
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Test burn-in

Test lag

Test lag

Markov chain during training time

Markov chain 
during 

test time

During training: learn models from training data

I The Gibbs sampler is run for a number of iterations.

I After discarding samples during the burn-in period,
multiple samples are selected.

During test: predict response variable for unseen data

I For each sample selected during training time, run a
Gibbs sampler on test data to obtain a Markov
chain.

I Final prediction is the average of multiple
predicted values across different test Markov
chains.

Discarded samples during training time

Discarded samples during test time

Selected samples during training time

Selected samples during test time

Example hierarchy: Congressional floor debates

Congressional debate turns as documents and speakers’ ideological scores as
response variables.

 bill speaker time 
amendment 

chairman people 
gentleman 
legislation 

congress support

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

R:0

 gses credit_rating 
fannie_mae regulator 
freddie_mac market 
financial_services 

agencies competition 
investors fannie  

R:1.0

 affordable_housing 
housing manager fund 

activities funds 
organizations 

voter_registration 
faithbased nonprofits 

D:2.2D:1.7

 minimum_wage 
commission 

independent_commissio
n investigate 

hurricane_katrina 
increase investigation 

A

 flag constitution 
freedom supreme_court 

elections rights 
continuity american_flag 
constitutional_amendm

ent  
R:1.1

E

R:0.4

 percent tax economy 
estate_tax capital_gains 

money taxes 
businesses families 

tax_cuts pay tax_relief 
social_security

B

 billion budget children 
cuts debt tax_cuts 

child_support deficit 
education students 

health_care republicans 
national_debt 

D:4.5

D
 death_tax jobs 

businesses business 
family_businesses 

equipment productivity 
repeal_permanency 

employees capital farms
R:4.3

C

Example hierarchy: Amazon reviews

Amazon product reviews as documents and ratings as response variables.

 transmitter ipod car 
frequency iriver 

product transmitters 
live station presets itrip 

iriver_aft charges 
international_mode 

driving

 tried waste batteries 
tunecast rabbit_ears 
weak terrible antenna 
hear returned refund 
returning item junk 

return

 transmitter car static 
ipod radio mp3_player 
signal station sound 
music sound_quality 

volume stations 
frequency frequencies

 months loves 
hammock splash love 
baby drain eurobath 

hot fits wash play infant 
secure slip

 time bought product 
easy buy love using 

price lot able set found 
purchased money 

months

 tub baby water bath 
sling son daughter sit 
bathtub sink newborn 

months bath_tub bathe 
bottom

 router setup network 
expander set signal 

wireless connect 
linksys connection 

house wireless_router 
laptop computer 

wre54g

 monitor radio 
weather_radio night 
baby range alerts 
sound sony house 

interference channels 
receiver static alarm

 tivo adapter series 
adapters phone_line 
tivo_wireless transfer 

plugged 
wireless_adapter tivos 

plug dvr tivo_series 
tivo_box tivo_unit

 router firmware ddwrt 
wrt54gl version wrt54g 

tomato linksys linux 
routers flash versions 
browser dlink stable

 hear feature static 
monitors set live 
warning volume 

counties noise outside 
alert breathing 

rechargeable_battery 
alerts

 leaks leaked leak 
leaking hard waste 

snap suction_cups lock 
tabs difficult bottom 

tub_leaks properly ring

 version hours phone 
firmware told spent 

linksys tech_support 
technical_supportcusto

mer_service 
range_expander 
support return

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

P:6.6

N:8.0

P:7.5

N:2.7

N:2.2

N:8.9

N:1.0

P:5.1

N:10.6

P:4.8

N:0

P:6.2

N:1.7
A

B C

D

E

F

Predicting response variables

Datasets:

I U.S. Congressional floor debates: 5,201 debate turns in the House and 3060
debate turns in the Senate of the 109th U.S. Congress.

I Amazon product reviews: 37191 reviews on manufactured products such as
computers, MP3 players, GPS devices etc

I Movie reviews: 5006 movie reviews

Baselines:

I Support vector regression (svm)

I Multiple linear regression (mlr)

I Supervised latent Dirichlet allocation (slda)

Evaluation metrics:

I Pearson’s correlation coefficient (pcc, higher is better ↑)

I Mean squared error (mse, lower is better ↓)

Models
Floor Debates Amazon Movie

House-Senate Senate-House Reviews Reviews
pcc ↑ mse ↓ pcc ↑ mse ↓ pcc ↑ mse ↓ pcc ↑ mse ↓

svm-lda10 0.173 0.861 0.08 1.247 0.157 1.241 0.327 0.970
svm-lda30 0.172 0.840 0.155 1.183 0.277 1.091 0.365 0.938
svm-lda50 0.169 0.832 0.215 1.135 0.245 1.130 0.395 0.906
svm-voc 0.336 1.549 0.131 1.467 0.373 0.972 0.584 0.681

svm-lda-voc 0.256 0.784 0.246 1.101 0.371 0.965 0.585 0.678

mlr-lda10 0.163 0.735 0.068 1.151 0.143 1.034 0.328 0.957
mlr-lda30 0.160 0.737 0.162 1.125 0.258 1.065 0.367 0.936
mlr-lda50 0.150 0.741 0.248 1.081 0.234 1.114 0.389 0.914
mlr-voc 0.322 0.889 0.191 1.124 0.408 0.869 0.568 0.721

mlr-lda-voc 0.319 0.873 0.194 1.120 0.410 0.860 0.581 0.702

slda10 0.154 0.729 0.090 1.145 0.270 1.113 0.383 0.953
slda30 0.174 0.793 0.128 1.188 0.357 1.146 0.433 0.852
slda50 0.254 0.897 0.245 1.184 0.241 1.939 0.503 0.772

ShLda 0.356 0.753 0.303 1.076 0.413 0.891 0.597 0.673

Results on Amazon product reviews and movie reviews are averaged over 5 folds. For the debate
corpus, documents in the House is used to train and test on documents in the Senate
(House-Senate) and vice versa (Senate-House).

Email: vietan@cs.umd.edu, jbg@umiacs.umd.edu, resnik@umd.edu


